Chapter 9: Languages
Introduced by Joe Hellerstein

Selected Readings:


From reading database papers, you might expect that typical database users are data analysts, business decision-makers, or IT staff. In practice, the majority of database users are software engineers, who build database-backed applications that are used further up the stack. Although SQL was originally designed with non-technical users in mind, it is rare for people to interact directly with a database via a language like SQL unless they are coding up a database-backed application.

So if database systems are mostly just APIs for software development, what do they offer programmers? Like most good software, database systems offer powerful abstractions.

Two stand out:

1. The transaction model gives programmers the abstraction of a single-process, sequential machine that never fails mid-task. This protects programmers from a gigantic cliff of complexity—namely, the innate parallelism of modern computing. A single compute rack today has thousands of cores running in parallel across dozens of machines that can fail independently. Yet application programmers can still blithely write sequential code as if it were 1965 and they were loading a deck of punchcards into a mainframe to be executed individually from start to finish.

2. Declarative query languages like SQL provide programmers with abstractions for manipulating sets of data. Famously, declarative languages shield programmers from thinking about how to access data items, and instead let them focus on what data items to return. This data independence also shields application programmers from changes in the organization of underlying databases, and shields database administrators from getting involved in the design and maintenance of applications.

Just how useful have these abstractions been over time?

How useful are they today?

1. As a programming construct, serializable transactions have been very influential. It is easy for programmers to bracket their code with BEGIN and COMMIT/ROLLBACK. Unfortunately, as we discussed in Chapter 6, transactions are expensive, and are often compromised. “Relaxed” transactional semantics break the serial abstraction for users and expose application logic to the potential for races and/or unpredictable exceptions. If application developers want to account for this, they have to manage the complexity of concurrency, failure, and distributed state. A common response to the lack of transactions is to aspire to “eventual consistency” [21], as we discuss in the weak isolation section. But as we discussed in Chapter 6, this still shifts all the correctness burdens to the application developer. In my opinion, this situation represents a major crisis in modern software development.

2. Declarative query languages have also been a success—certainly an improvement over the navigational languages that preceded them, which led to spaghetti code that needed to be rewritten every time you reorganized the database. Unfortunately, query languages are quite different from the imperative languages that programmers usually use. Query languages consume and produce simple unordered “collection types” (sets, relations, streams); programming languages typically carry out ordered execution of instructions, often over complex structured data types (trees, hashtables, etc.). Programmers of database applications are forced to bridge this so-called “impedance mismatch” between programs and database queries. This has been a hassle for database programmers since the earliest days of relational databases.
Database Language Embeddings: Pascal/R

The first paper in this section presents a classical example of tackling the second problem: helping imperative programmers with the impedance mismatch. The paper begins by defining operations for what we might now recognize (40-odd years later!) as familiar collection types: the “dictionary” type in Python, the “map” type in Java or Ruby, etc. The paper then patiently takes us through the possibilities and pitfalls of various language constructs that seem to recur in applications across the decades. A key theme is a desire for differentiating between enumeration (for generating output) and quantification (for checking properties)—the latter can often be optimized if you are explicit. In the end, the paper proposes a declarative, SQL-like sublanguage for Relation types that is embedded into Pascal. The result is relatively natural and not unlike some of the better interfaces today.

Although this approach seems natural now, the topic took decades to gain popular attention. Along the way, database “connectivity” APIs like ODBC and JDBC arose as a crutch for C/C++ and Java—they allowed users to push queries to the DBMS and iterate through results, but the type systems remained separate, and bridging from SQL types to host language types was unpleasant. Perhaps the best modern evolution of ideas like Pascal/R is Microsoft’s LINQ library, which provides language-embedded collection types and functions so application developers can write query-like code over a variety of backend databases and other collections (XML documents, spreadsheets, etc.) We included a taste of LINQ syntax in the DryadLINQ paper in Chapter 5.

In the 2000’s, web applications like social media, online forums, interactive chat, photo sharing and product catalogs were implemented and reimplemented over relational database backends. Modern scripting languages for web programming were a bit more convenient than Pascal, and typically included decent collection types. In that environment, application developers eventually saw recognized patterns in their code and codified them into what are now called Object-Relational Mappings (ORMs). Ruby on Rails was one of the most influential ORMs to begin with, though by now there are many others. Every popular application programming language has at least one, and there are variations in features and philosophy. The interested reader is referred to Wikipedia’s “List of object-relational mapping software” wiki.

ORMs do a few handy things for the web programmer. First they provide language-native primitives for working with collections much like Pascal/R. Second they can enable updates to in-memory language objects to be transparently reflected in the database-backed state. They often offer some language-native syntax for familiar database design concepts like entities, relationships, keys and foreign keys. Finally, some ORMs including Rails offer nice tools for tracking the way that database schemas evolve over time to reflect changes in the application code (“migrations” in Rails terminology).

This is an area where the database research community and industry should pay more attention: these are our users! There are some surprising—and occasionally disconcerting—disconnects between ORMs and databases [6]. The author of Rails, for example, is a colorful character named David Heinemeier Hansson (“DHH”) who believes in “opinionated software” (that reflects his opinions, of course). He was quoted saying the following:

I don’t want my database to be clever! ...I consider stored procedures and constraints vile and reckless destroyers of coherence. No, Mr. Database, you can not have my business logic. Your procedural ambitions will bear no fruit and you’ll have to pry that logic from my dead, cold object-oriented hands . . . I want a single layer of cleverness: My domain model.

This unwillingness to trust the DBMS leads to many problems in Rails applications. Applications written against ORMs are often very slow—the ORMs themselves don’t do much to optimize the way that queries are generated. Instead, Rails programmers often need to learn to program “differently” to encourage Rails to generate efficient SQL—similar to the discussion in the Pascal/R paper, they need to learn to avoid looping and table-at-a-time iteration. A typical evolution in a Rails app is to write it naively, observe slow performance, study the SQL logs it generates, and rewrite the app to convince the ORM to generate “better” SQL. Recent work by Cheung and colleagues explores the idea that program synthesis techniques can automatically generate these optimizations [9]; it’s an interesting direction, and time will tell how much complexity it can automate away. The separation between database and applications can also have negative effects for correctness. For example, Bailis recently showed [6] how a host of existing open-source Rails applications are susceptible to integrity violations due to improper enforcement within the application (instead of the database).

Despite some blind spots, ORMs have generally been an important practical leap forward in programmability of database-backed applications, and a validation of ideas that go back as far as Pascal/R. Some good ideas take time to catch on.

Stream Queries: CQL

Our second paper on CQL is a different flavor of language work—it’s a query language design paper. It presents
Programming Correct Applications without Transactions: Bloom

The third paper on Bloom connects to a number of the points above; it has a relational model of state at the application level, and a notion of network channels that relates to CQL streams. But the primary goal is to help programmers manage the loss of the first abstraction at the beginning of this chapter introduction; the one I described as a major crisis. A big question for modern developers is this: can you find a correct distributed implementation for your program without using transactions or other other expensive schemes to control orders of operation?

Bloom’s answer to this question is to give programmers a “disorderly” programming language: one that discourages them from accidentally using ordering. Bloom’s default data structures are relations; its basic programming constructs are logical rules that can run in any order. In short, it’s a general-purpose language that is similar to a relational query language. For the same reason that SQL queries can be optimized and parallelized without changing output, simple Bloom programs have a well-defined (consistent) result independent of the order of execution. The exception to this intuition comes with lines of Bloom code that are “non-monotonic”, testing for a property that can oscillate between true and false as time passes (e.g. “NOT EXISTS x” or “HAVING COUNT() = x”). These rules are sensitive to execution and message ordering, and need to be “protected” by coordination mechanisms.

The CALM theorem formalizes this notion, answering the question above definitively: you can find a consistent, distributed, coordination-free implementation for your program if and only if its specification is monotonic [13, 5]. The Bloom paper also illustrates how a compiler can use CALM in practice to pinpoint the need for coordination in Bloom programs. CALM analysis can also be applied to data stream languages in systems like Storm with the help of programmer annotations [3]. A survey of the theoretical results in this area is given in [4].

There has been a flurry of related language work on avoiding coordination: a number of papers propose using associative, commutative, idempotent operations [12, 19, 10]; these are inherently monotonic. Another set of work examines alternative correctness criteria, e.g., ensuring only specific invariants over database state [7] or using alternative program analysis to deliver serializable outcomes without implemeting traditional read-write concurrency [18]. The area is still new; papers have different models (e.g. some with transactional boundaries and some not) and often don’t agree on definitions of “consistency” or “coordination”. (CALM defines consistency in terms of globally de-
terministic outcomes, coordination as messaging that is required regardless of data partitioning or replication [5].) It’s important to get more clarity and ideas here—if programmers can’t have transactions then they need help at the app-development layer.

Bloom also serves as an example of a recurring theme in database research: general-purpose declarative languages (a.k.a. “logic programming”). Datalog is the standard example, and has a long and controversial history in database research. A favorite topic of database theoreticians in the 1980’s, Datalog met ferocious backlash from systems researchers of the day as being irrelevant in practice [20]. More recently it has gotten some attention from (younger) researchers in databases and other applied fields [11]—for example, Nicira’s software-defined networking stack (acquired by VMWare for a cool billion dollars) uses a Datalog language for network forwarding state [14]. There is a spectrum between using declarative sublanguages for accessing database state, and very aggressive uses of declarative programming like Bloom for specifying application logic. Time will tell how this declarative-imperative boundary shifts for programmers in various contexts, including infrastructure, applications, web clients and mobile devices.
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